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Years ago, people have successfully translated and made a Turkish SS community.
This was not under JoS, but the people who did this were posting here sometimes.
Eventually, people who translated headed this and everything appeared to have
been going alright for a while. All material was translated and so on.

After they attempted to approach the JoS and since they appeared to be doing well
[and we knew nothing of what I will write below], we wanted to officially instate them
into the JoS as a forum, so they could have a platform of communication inside
JoS.

Naturally, we treat work for Satan with the most beautiful intentions, open arms, and
if we have been speaking in the past you know I always try to help and assist in the
best way possible and in the friendliest and most tolerant manner. This involves
serious workers of Satan and good people.

It is only if rot arises, especially where it shouldn't be, and only in serious situation,
that the above might change. The JoS is a family but if one attacks the integrity of it,
we are left with few choices.

We were not let known of the existence of all this deep hole with discords, drama
going there, or anything these people were doing. The image they were presenting
to the JoS was that of a responsible translation, and caring for the Gods and all of
this. After a process of conversation, we decided to consider putting them up as a
JoS official subforum.

Azazel intervened to me at this point and without me physically really knowing what
was up, telling me to immediately call this off and stop this instantly and not admit
any of them in a moderation or similar position. When I asked why, he related to me
that there was corruption that I did not know about, and to wait for a while.
Eventually, people kept mailing all sorts of things about these people who were
running this discord.

As the situation went, the things that were related were frankly insane to the point
we weren't even sure if this was some sort of government operation to amass
information on Turkish users. They invited people into all sorts of Whatsapp groups,
Discord servers, asked them all sorts of questions.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=62835


Of course, when the JoS was contacted, we were only told the good things about
the translations, and these people presented themselves as totally legitimate.

Even worse, we recently were told by someone and have seen proof, that they
asked them for their Identification Papers, address, asked them to sent their
pictures, and generally all sorts of things that they probably used to blackmail
people with. This was apparently happening for years, and for whatever reason,
nobody even spoke out about this, which is totally flat insane.

It goes beyond saying that people who literally give their ID to strangers online, or
listen to people in these random discords, are doing the worst stupid shit a person
can do. As it appears, they extorted people there based on this information,
potentially threatening to send these to the Turkic Government? We can never
know. What is for certain is that they asked for this and some were even naive
enough to give that.

But it gets worse. Apparently, they also were sharing pictures of and ridiculing girls,
who were also naive and e-whoring to the extent that they decided it was a smart
move to engage with these people personally, or show their private parts around
the world.

The fact that some people want to call themselves "Satanists" and they behave as
a bunch of low tier shits, only reflects that many people have to take this kind of
seriously. Even "kind of" should suffice in this case. 90% of problems that could
ever arise from anything related to Satanism, is because people don't take it
seriously.

You are here to spiritually advance and learn in a decent environment, not to do all
the stupid shit you can do outside of this world but instead opt to do it in here. If you
want to do that type of stuff, do not bring "Satanism" into it.

The main proponents of this appear to have been based on evidence shown, are a
member called PeppermintTaco [he was gathering their information for years],
Luchs Nicht [or however this shit name is written], who was also part of this, and
another member called Soyga who appears to be the least involved in this situation,
yet was openly tolerating, accepting and abetting this situation to keep going
forward.

Of course, none of them said anything and they dismissed the people who said
these things people were saying as "insane" and "slander". They even had the
nerve to say to "Go ask the Gods". Eventually we decided it was worth the time
wasting on our behalf, and then all the above arose.



The JoS cannot go after discords and all these rat dens that are being created.
These get created in an exponential rate because idiots keep making them and
other idiots keep joining them. No, you won't learn anything in these dens, and with
99% certainty, you will get fucked over in some way. Also, after you get fucked
over, nobody will be able to really help you, and these people will probably get
away with it.

These are also infested almost every time by endless Jews which will probably
victimize people in the lowest manner. All of this is done by them because they
want to smear negativity to Satan's people, delay them, and cause them issues.

You are liable to your own decisions if you engage people personally, meet with
them, give them your information, or you do all the things the JoS STRONGLY AND
CONSTANTLY REPEATS ONE SHOULD NOT DO, such as meeting random
fucks, strangers, or any of these things. You are ruining yourself in these places.

All this worthless fucking nonsense, happens because people literally don't give a
damn about Spiritual Satanism, Satan, the Gods, and in general, they are foolish.
This lowest tier of behavior.

Good translators and people who have done nothing or didn't engage in this, were
also caught into that. We are aware of who these people have been. Of course, as
the evidence piled up and it was all revealed to us, these people also revoked
access to the main website, which we have decided to take over and kick out these
people mentioned above in 2020.

Yet, our ability to get in was of course limited, since these people who wanted to
pretend that they gave us access were merely giving us low-tier crap access. We
knew that was the case of course and have prepared accordingly.

They however have not given us registrar or higher-level access, and therefore one
of these scared primates literally stole the Turkish Translation site, as if this would
do anything to stop anything of what would come. Maybe this should be a primary
thought when they tried to get into this place or before they engaged in the above
actions.

To add insult to injury, there is information circulating online linking one of these
particular discord users was going after minors and speaking to them in sexual
ways by the same discord users. We cannot evaluate this as it's not something that
anyone could do. Regardless, this would only add more insults to the already done
injury.



This is something we are not able to rectify, and in fact only Discord and possibly
related authorities could check into this matter. At the same rate, it all begs the
question why nobody had spoke out earlier?

At this point, the possibility that a literal jew was sitting behind this is very plausible.
What has been happening is enough for this to be treated in this way, and the
above would only add more gasoline to this situation.

Why were people giving their IDs or tolerating this abuse? What kind of shit is this?
Do you not care about the announcements we write, or you think that we write this
to dissuade you from meeting these cheesebags online? It's to protect you. So, to
these people that got ruined again, what more can we tell you but what we already
have said?

But even if one did, there is really nothing that we can do since these people were
not directly with us or anything else. In other words, people who brainlessly do
exactly what we strongly tell people not to do, will get a repeat of this. This has
happened so many times in the last years, that many older members must have lost
count by now.

The added possibility of the above, and how they were gathering people's personal
life info for blackmail, and how some e-whores were literally showing their asses in
these communities and whatever else, shows what kind of low bullshit, animals and
corruption can exist in some places.

If you find yourself in such a place where you see that as a priority, you are at a
toilet place. Remove yourself immediately or stay there if you are of the same shit.

The above should act as a lesson to many people here, who by having their
emotions exploited, join random "communities" that claim falsely they are "with JoS"
to use this as leverage for perverted or sickening acts. You will not escape this.
Sooner or later, the Gods are going to smite you and destroy you. You might be
able to lie a little bit to earthly individuals, but the Gods will bring you out and
destroy you. There is no hiding and no going away from them.

Lastly, I want to specify that the JoS cares tremendously about every SS there is.
But we cannot help you if you don't communicate with us, and that we can only
address things that deal with what are really under us, and not under other people.
Nobody in the JoS would ever ask you of your home address, ID, or any other
literally crazy things like that.

We don't own accounts in any "discords", there are no whatsapp or facebook
groups, no social media groups, nothing of the sort. Situations like this keep



happening online and much of that is constant and happens everywhere. People
have to learn to protect themselves online.

If people try to isolate you in strange groups, ask you strange questions, make
outrageous claims, feel free to verify or report these in the forums here directly.
Only the forums here directly are official JoS accepted forums.

In regards to the JoS Turkey site, it will be re-made, and there will be decent
individuals who will hopefully behave themselves seriously and not do any of this
low tier nonsense. The site will survive and live on.

However, the link to https://spirituelsatanizm.org/ has been seized by one of these
individuals, in a desperate attempt for them to possibly hide themselves or in
general to disinform any powerless people they have there. That should not matter
that much as we are also going to present the evidence about the above and get it
all fixed.

Despite of what they might attempt, we have gotten in and stolen what they would
later possibly try to destroy, so that is all there is to that.

In closing I want to notify fools who are engaging in these behaviors in corrupting,
destroying, blackmailing or harming other Satanists and trying to pose as
"mediums" or "legitimate representation" of Father Satan, that you are doing the
worst thing you can do to yourself.

The Gods exist and it would be better you forsake this behavior now. Since
however we are aware some people will keep behaving like this, the matter is left
on the hands of the Gods and the appropriate authorities which may be evoked
because of this.

To people who go into these places and get victimized, I am sorry to say this, but
you deserve part of this. Nobody told you to get into any discords, or do anything of
the sort.

At the same rate, we have done everything in our ability to act in the most Justice
oriented manner and to solve this issue for the future of Turkey. There is not much
else that we can do in unofficial places, hidden dens, or if people literally self
destruct while engaging in drama and nonsense.
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